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A Dense Grid of Reference Iodine Lines for Optical Frequency
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A dense grid of reference lines in the hyperfine structure of theB–X transitions of molecular iodine (127I 2) is presented.
Frequencies of 481 “t”-hyperfine components in 15 vibrational bands covering the wavelength range 595–655 nm were
determined with an absolute accuracy of 1.0 MHz (1s uncertainty). Spectra were obtained by Doppler-free saturation
spectroscopy using a cw ring-dye laser of 1-MHz bandwidth. Center-of-gravity frequencies of rovibronic lines, determined b
correcting for the calculated hyperfine shift, are included separately in a least-squares parametrization for each band. From
obtained molecular constants a prediction is made for allt-hyperfine components of the 15 bands covering 595–655 nm. Hence
a dense grid of reference lines of 1 MHz (1s) absolute accuracy is created, with a line in each interval of 1 cm21 in the entire
range. This spectral atlas of about 3400 lines may provide a useful calibration tool in many laboratories.© 2000 Academic Press
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In high-resolution laser spectroscopy of atoms and m
cules there exists a continuous demand for calibration sp
of increased accuracy. Since in many laboratories prim
wavelength standards are not readily available, interpol
and comparison with known reference spectra has beco
common and useful technique. The work of the Aime´–Cotton

roup (1, 2) on the Doppler-broadened I2 spectrum has serv
his purpose in a large number of spectroscopic studies i
ast two decades. However, for many applications this r
nce standard is not accurate enough. In a previous pap3)
e reported on a dense grid of iodine reference lines in

ange 571–596 nm, with an easily identifiable line in e
eciprocal centimeter interval with an absolute accuracy
Hz. We note that in the previous study the uncertainties
ot explicitly defined; whereas in Ref. (3) we used 2s for the

uncertainty, throughout the present paper we will use 1s. This
standard, based on theB–X system of molecular iodine,
more than an order of magnitude more accurate than previ
existed, due to the application of the Doppler-free satur
absorption technique. In the present paper we extend the
dard to the range 595–655 nm.

Based on the measurement of transition frequencies o
t-hyperfine component of 481 rotational lines in 15 diffe
bands of theB–X system, a reference standard of compon
can be constructed, with an accuracy of 1 MHz (taking 1s as
the uncertainty). Our work in the yellow–red range of 571–
nm extends the work of the Hannover group, where the f

Supplementary data for this article are available on the journal home
(http://www.academicpress.com/jms) and as part of the Ohio State Univ
Molecular Spectroscopy Archives (http://msa.lib.ohio-state.edu/jmsa_hp
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is on an I2-reference standard in the near-infrared at 778–
nm (4–7).

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental setup, schematically shown in Fig.
essentially the same as the one used for the previous stud
for details we refer to Ref. (3). For the wavelength rang
595–620 nm the ring-dye laser is operated with Rhodamin
whereas for the range 620–655 nm DCM dye is used.

It is noted that no direct wavelength measurements are
formed and that our procedures rely on interpolation betwe2
lines that have been calibrated with high accuracy by o
groups. For the range 595–655 nm frequencies of a total
hyperfine components in theB–X spectrum of I2 were determine
by Shineret al.(8), Quinn (9), Edwardset al.(10), and Sansone
(11). These lines are all known to within 0.5 MHz (1s) and som
even with much higher accuracy; in the papers usually 2s uncer-
tainties are given. These 60 lines provide a primary frequ
standard for the present experiment.

The measurement procedure of our study is as follow
measurement session is defined by the period over wh
633-nm 3He–22Ne laser can be kept locked to an I2-hyperfine
component using Lamb-dip stabilization with an I2 cell inside
the He–Ne laser cavity. Also during the full period of a ses
an external e´talon is frequency-locked to the output of
He–Ne laser. For each session the free-spectral range (F
the étalon is determined by interpolating the frequency s
ration between two of the 60 well-calibrated lines. For
purpose only the frequency separation between the spec2
resonance with the nearest e´talon marker has to be determin
usually an average over three recordings is taken. The in
number of e´talon markers between the two chosen refer

ge
ity
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257IODINE LINES FOR OPTICAL FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
lines is known from a first estimate for the FSR: in all sess
a value of 148.956 MHz with a day-to-day variation of l
than 0.001 MHz is found, due to the temperature and pre
stabilization of the e´talon. In cases when a measurement
sion lasts several hours repetitive scans of the reference
are recorded to verify the locking and the value of the F
Often a third well-calibrated line, out of the 60 available
also used for validation. The accuracy in the FSR is, if ne
sary, improved by choosing pairs of reference lines tha
several 100 cm21 apart. Depending on the specific choice
reference lines and their accuracy, the FSR is determine
each session with a precision of typically 0.2–0.5 kHz. At
level of accuracy no effects of dispersion nor of vary
penetration depth in the mirror coatings were observed ove
wavelength range of this study. Finally the data on the n
calibrated lines also provide an additional consistency ch
because they can be included in a least-squares fit t
rotational structure (see below).

These procedures in effect connect to the position of
étalon marker an absolute frequency value. The relative
surement of the separation between an e´talon marker and on
of the 60 primary lines establishes this absolute scale.

Subsequentlyt-hyperfine components of additional lines
ecorded. A typical example of such a spectrum is presen
ig. 2 for theP60 andR66 lines in the (7–3) band. The wid

of an isolated saturation component is 11 MHz. Abso
frequencies of thet components in the hyperfine structure
be determined by fitting the I2 spectrum as well as the e´talon
pectrum to a series of Gaussian profiles and by subse
etermination of the fractional separation to the nearest e´talon

ringe. Again it is noted that these procedures only yield v
esults if the locking of the He–Ne laser and the e´talon is
reserved.

FIG. 1. Scheme o
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The uncertainty in the frequency of at component can b
alculated from the statistical uncertainty in the measure
average over three or more recordings), the uncertainty i
alue for the FSR, and the uncertainty in the reference
elected. The uncertainty in the FSR is again dependent o
tatistical error in the measurements of the reference line
heir listed accuracy. Taking all this into account, a meas
ent error can be determined for each measured value f

requency of a hyperfinet-component. For all recorded tran
ions this error is about 1.0 MHz (1s).

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The hyperfinet-components of 481 rotational lines in
B–X system of molecular iodine are measured using satu

e experimental setup.

FIG. 2. Simultaneous scan of theP60 andR66 lines in theB–X (7–3)
and of I2 (upper trace) recorded at 629.42 nm and the fringes of a stab

étalon (lower trace). Thet components are denoted by *.
f th
Academic Press
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TABLE 1

258 XU ET AL.
absorption spectroscopy. The lines belong to 15 vibrat
bands: (6–5), (5–4), (6–4), (7–4), (8–4), (7–3), (9–4), (
4), (9–3), (10–3), (11–3), (12–3), (11–2), (12–2), and (13
These bands have the largest Franck–Condon factor an
hence most easily detected in the wavelength range tha
cover. The results of these measurements are listed ba
band in Tables 1–15. Uncertainties in the frequency posi
are not listed separately but they are all within 1 MHz (1s).

For an analysis of center-of-gravity frequencies and
rotational structure of the bands first the hyperfine structu
the ground and excited states must be addressed. At the le
accuracy of the present analysis only the two most impo
terms in the hyperfine Hamiltonian have to be included (12):

Hhf 5 eQqz HEQ 1 C z HSR. [1]

Measured Hyperfine t Components for
Various Rotational Lines in the B–X (6, 5)
Band of I2

Note. Dhyp represents the calculated shift of thet-
component from the center-of-gravity of the rovibra-
tional transition.Do2c represents the deviation of the
center-of-gravity from the fitted value. All values
in MHz.

a From Ref. (11).
Copyright © 2000 by
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HereeQqz HEQ represents the electric quadrupole term andC z
HSR the spin–rotation term. The spin–spin hyperfine interac
is neglected. The two terms of Eq. [1] are sufficient to repre
the separation ofF 5 J hyperfine components with respec
the center-of-gravity at the 0.2 MHz level whenDJ 5 62
ontributions are included in the diagonalization of the hy
ne matrix. In our previous paper (3) we used expressions f

the differences between hyperfine constants in ground
excited statesDeQqandDC and assumedeQqX 5 22452.6
MHz (13), independent ofn andJ. Especially forn0 5 4 and
5, used in the present study, this simplification gives devia

TABLE 2
Data for the (5, 4) Band

a From Ref. (11).
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259IODINE LINES FOR OPTICAL FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
significant on the level of accuracy desired in the pre
analysis.

Hence an improved treatment of the hyperfine structu
invoked, based on recent work of the Hannover group (4–7).

TABLE 3
Data for the (6, 4) Band

a From Ref. (11).
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Pre
Data for the (7, 4) Band

a From Ref. (11).
d From Ref. (10), “r”-component measured.
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Copyright © 2000 by
They analyzed a large number of hyperfine splittings ov
wide range ofn andJ values, resulting in accurate hyperfi
parameters. For both theX andB states the hyperfine consta
can be represented by a power series inn andJ (7):

TABLE 6
Data for the (7, 3) Band

a From Ref. (11).
Academic Pres
Data for the (8, 4) Band

a From Ref. (11).
s
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Copyright © 2000 by
eQqX 5 22452.32812 0.533~n 1 2 !

2 2.223 1024J~ J 1 1!

1 4.5193 1022~n 1 1
2 ! 2

1 6.583 1026~n 1 1
2 !J~ J 1 1!

[2]

nd

eQqB 5 2487.8062 1.8644~n 1 1
2 !

2 1.663 1024J~ J 1 1!

2 2.083 1026~n 1 1
2 !J~ J 1 1!

2 2.473 10210J2~ J 1 1! 2.

[3]

TABLE 8
Data for the (10, 4) Band

a From Ref. (11).
Academic Pre
Data for the (9, 4) Band

a From Ref. (11).
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262 XU ET AL.
The above expressions give the quadrupole constants in
hertz. For the spin–rotation hyperfine constantsCX and CB

accurate formulae have been developed (7). For the presen
work, requiring an accuracy of hyperfine splittings of 0.2 M
it is sufficient to fix the value for theC constant in th

lectronic ground state:CX 5 3.162 kHz. For theB( 3P u
1)

state we adopt the expression

CB 5 2.932
73913.6

E~nB! 2 19684.6
[4]

neglecting terms representing dependencies onJ andv andCB

in kilohertz (7); the energyE(nB) of the vibronically excite
B( 3P u

1), nB state must be given in reciprocal centimeters. W

Data for the (9, 3) Band

a From Ref. (11).
Copyright © 2000 by
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these constants the shifts from center-of-gravity for tht-
hyperfine components are calculated for all the measured
sitions listed in Tables 1–15. The derived shiftsDhyp are in-
cluded in these tables.

The values for the center-of-gravity frequencies repre
the rovibronic structure of the I2 molecule in theB–X system
In an analysis of this structure we adopt the following en
representations for theX1S g

1, n0 ground andB3P u
1, n9 excited

tate:

EXn 5 En0 1 Bn0J~ J 1 1! 2 Dn0J
2~ J 1 1! 2

1 Hn0J
3~ J 1 1! 3 [5]

EBn 5 En9 1 Bn9J~ J 1 1! 2 Dn9J
2~ J 1 1! 2

1 Hn9J
3~ J 1 1! 3 1 Ln9J

4~ J 1 1! 4. [6]

hese expressions are used in a least-squares optimi
outine on the data for center-of-gravity frequencies separ
or each band. Some of the values determined previous
ther groups (8–11) (the ones listed in Tables 1–15)

TABLE 10
Data for the (10, 3) Band

a From Ref. (11).
Academic Pres
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included as well in the fitting routines. In our previous stud
turned out that good convergence was obtained when
molecular constants for the ground state,Bn0, D n0, andH n0, are
fixed to the values obtained by Gerstenkorn and Luc in
analysis of the Doppler-broadened spectrum (1). However for
the present work we decided to take advantage of progre
the field, and now use the improved rotational analysis an
constants derived by the Hannover group. They developed
of Dunham constants (7) from which we derive rotation
constants for the electronic ground states. We list the con
used in our rotational analysis in Table 16. For the exc
B( 3P u

1) state we fix the constant representing the third-o
entrifugal distortionL n9 fixed at the value determined

Bodermann (7) of 3.862613 10221 cm21 for all vibrationa
bands.

The fitting routines are restricted to a band-by-band ana
All the fits entail a four-parameter least-squares minimiza
routine varyingBn9, D n9, H n9, and DE. Since some excite
vibrational levels are probed via various ground vibratio
levels, a more refined procedure to extract molecular cons
from the combined set of data is possible. However, the go

Data for the (11, 3) Band

a From Ref. (11).
c From Ref. (9).
Copyright © 2000 by
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the present study is to deliver an accurate algorithm for
dicting frequencies oft-hyperfine components and to gene
a spectral atlas. The values for the parameters pertaining
excited states are listed in Table 16. In view of the restri
fitting procedure band origins are given asDE 5 En9 2 En0.
Molecular constants are given in a number of decimals s
cient to obtain a nominal accuracy of 0.2 MHz. We note
the x2 value in each least-squares minimization routine is
than one per data point. This demonstrates the consisten
the procedures followed and it shows that the 1s uncertainty

dopted is not too low. The latter conclusion can also be d
rom the stated deviations between observed and calcu
alues as listed in Tables 1–15.

4. CONCLUSION: THE REFERENCE STANDARD

In the present analysis of hyperfine structure and rotat
structure of 15 bands in the unperturbed spectrum of theB–X

TABLE 12
Data for the (12, 3) Band
Academic Pre
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system of I2, a representation is found for the hyperfine c-
ponents in the spectrum. The rotational analysis, using
values for the ground state (listed in Table 16) and fitted va
for the excited state (listed in Table 17), yields a represent
accurate to within 1 MHz for all rotational lines up toJ 5 120.
The hyperfine structure is known to much higher precision
with the presently used approximations still is good to wi
0.2 MHz. Hence allt-components can be predicted from
defined parameter space to within 1 MHz with a 1s uncer-
ainty. Calculated values for theset-components are listed

Data for the (11, 2) Band

a From Ref. (11).
b From Ref. (8); various components used.
Copyright © 2000 by
d
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d

the appendix to this paper (to be found in the database o
Journal of Molecular Spectroscopy) for allP andR transitions
from J 5 9 to 120 for the 15 bands delivering roughly 34
eference lines. In all bands the rotational fits include value
o J 5 110,while in several bands values up toJ 5 120 were
btained. In the latter cases inclusion of the highestJ values
oes not induce a significant shift in the parameters. Fo
eason it is justified to allow for some extrapolation toJ 5 120
n some bands. Since the 15 bands are chosen to overla
ntire wavelength range 595–655 nm is covered with a r

TABLE 14
Data for the (12, 2) Band

a From Ref. (11).
b From Ref. (8).
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TABLE 15 TABLE 17
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ence line per reciprocal centimeter. This density is requ
since most scanning laser systems of the highest reso
only allow for single continuous scans of a wavenum
Combined with our previous work (3), the range 571–655 n

Data for the (13, 2) Band

a From Ref. (11).
b From Ref. (8).

TABLE 16
Values for the Rotational Constants of the X1Sg

1, vv(
Ground State Used in the Fitting Routines

Note.Values in cm21.
Copyright © 2000 by
d
ion
r.

is now covered with a dense grid of reference lines that
provide a useful spectral atlas for future research. A rema
caution deals with the interaction between theB3P(0u

1) state
and the repulsive1P 1u state, causing predissociation in theB
state and possibly shifts in the rovibrational structure (14),

articularly in the range where the interaction is strongest,
9 5 5–6. In the interaction with a continuum state the sh

are global, slowly varying over theJ-quantum number; henc
the perturbation is included in the set of parameters descr
theB state. No marked deviations in the rotational structure
found as an indication of the perturbation.

The presently obtained data can be included in a highly a
rate description of theB–X system in terms of a Dunham o
potential representation for both ground and excited states. B
mann (7) embarked on such a project taking all data of w
calibrated I2-saturation lines available in the literature, includ
the ones of our previous study (3), in the input set. Based on th
nalysis, a prediction can be made for the absolute frequen
ny hyperfine component in a rovibrational band in theB–X

system. We verified for two bands that predictions for the
quencies of thet-components for allJ values are within 5 MHz o
the presently measured values. This demonstrates the use
of such an analysis; the entire I2-absorption spectrum can now
predicted to within this accuracy; undoubtedly inclusion of
presently measured 481 additional lines will improve the accu
of the representation, and possibly the entire spectrum ra
from 500 to 900 nm can in the future be predicted to with
MHz. As an intermediate step we restricted ourselves to
band-by-band analysis pertaining to a limited range; in the r
595–655 nm a secondary frequency standard of 1 MHz acc
is established.

Values for the Rotational Constants of the B3Pu
1, vv* States

Resulting from the Fitting Routines

Note. Lv9 is fixed at 3.862613 10221 cm21. All values in cm21.
Academic Press
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